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ABSTRACT

All the existing models of creation of point defects by

moving dislocations have been reviewed. They are based on the

geometrical rnodel of edge dislocations. The models may be

classified into (a) the recombination of edge dislocations and

(b) climb of edge dislocations.

The concentration of point defects produced by cold-

work depends on the deformation parameters. The important

parameters are stress, strain, strain tate, and temperatgre of

deformation.

The generation of point defects by tensile deformation

in copper has been ìnvestigated by resistivity measurements. The

fast increase in resistivíty in the microstrain region is attributed

to the operation of the dipole mechanism. For strains greater than

2.5%, the intersection mechanism is doninant. Saada's model has

been re-examined. The length of the point defect string in each

intersecti-on event is insensitive to the size of the dislocation

network. However, it depends on the average dislocation velocity.

The concentration of point defects is given by

/- _ const. re n2s-

u-D

The concentration of point defects depends non-linearly on the

strain rate. This is due to the combined effects of the athermal
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cutting of. atttactive trees and the therrnally activated non-

conseryatiye motion of jogs.

T\^ro substages have been found in the stage III temperature

range in cold-worked copper. The substages are not changed by

the solute addition. The structure of stage W depends sensitively

on the solute atoms. These further confirm that the stage IÏI

defects are interstitials and the stage TV defects are vacancies.



1. INTRODUCTION AND OB]ECTIVES

A point defect is a disturbance in a crystal of such a

nature that it can be completely enclosed in a srnall sphere of a

few atomic diameters ín dimension. Only the structural point

defects, namely vacancies and interstitials, will be discussed

here. A vacancy is a vacant lattice site, and an interstitial is an

atom located at a non-lattice site. Vacancies and ìnterstitials

are parts of the spectra of the elementary excitations in solids

at tenperatures above the absolute zero. Non-equilibriim con-

dentration of point defects can be generated by plastic deformation,

high energy particle bombardrnent, and a f.ast quench fron high

tenperatures.

A wealth of information has been obtained in the past

decade about the properties of point defects in FCC metals by

the studies of self-diffi;sion, thermal equilibrir¡n measurements,

radiation darnage, plastic deformation, and theoretical calculations.

However, the understanding of the behaviour of point defects in cold-

worl<ed metals is stil1 rudimentary because of the i¡rherent complexities

of the natrire of deforrned metals. To study the point defects in

cold-worked metals one needs the data on the properties of vacancies

and interstitials obtained from quenching and irradiation e:periments.

As such infonnation compiled from these two types of e:rperiments

is surnnarized in the following sections.



1.1. QUENGIING Al\iD IRRADIATION EIPERIX.{H\ITS

1. 1. 1. Quenching Experiments

It is known frorn thermodynamicsl that
concentration of point defect at temperature T

the equilibritun

is gì.ven by

" - ^s/ku-ç
-E-lkT

-t'
v, (1- 1)

where Et is the energy required to create a single defect and s

is the entropy of formation which arises from the atomic and electronic
relaxations aiound the defect. The theoreticar estirn.te of the

entropies of formation of vacancies and interstitials for a FCC

lattice has been made by Huntington et a13. The entropy for an

interstitial is 0.8K and that for a vacanq/ I.47K. The energy of
formation for an interstitial in coppeï is 3 ev4 and that for a

f/

vacancy 1 evt' o' The ratio of the concentrations of vacancies

and interstitials in copper at temperatures near the melting point
(say 1200ot() is approxirnately equal to

L ì¡

-=c-
a

er. 47 e-1. o. to-rz /tzoox
= 

"20 = 5.108

"0. 
B 

"-3.1. 
6. ro-LT/nooK

Thus the majority of defects obtained by quenching are vacancies.

The interstitials can in general be neglected. However, quenching

does not produce sinple types of point defects. The analysis of
quenching data ís complicated by the formation of divacancies and.

larger vacarrcy clusters during quenching. The most reliable data



derived from quenching erçeriments are the energies of formation
for monovacancies. A sr¡nmary of the results is given in Table 1*1.

There are three quenching parameters which influence the accuracy

of the quenching results.

(1) The quenching tenperature TO

Too high a To will result in a high degree of clustering
because of the high concentration of vacancies. cotteri1134 h",
for¡'rd large concentrations of stacking fault tetrahedra in gold
specimens quenched fron above g00oc. The tetrahedra are very
stabre and anneal out between 600 and 650oc which is well beyond

the a¡¡realing temperatures for point d.efects.

(2) The quenching rate

A quench m.rst be fast enough to freeze in a high per-

centage of vacancíes. since the quenching rate has a technical
lirnit, the equilibrium concentration of vacancies at a given To

can be obtained by varying the quenching rate and extrapolating
the quenching rate to infiniautr.

(3) The quenching strain

A rapidly quenched specimen is always slightly strained

because of the inhomogenous thermal contraction which ì_s present

when the outside of the specimen is cooled relative to the interior.
The quenching stress induces plastic d.eformation which produces



Tab le

Me ta1

Gold

1-1 Energy of Formation

E - leV)T-

for Monovacancles.

Dafaronr-a

8

9

10

11

L2

I3
1A

15

L6

0.9810.1

0.9810.03

0.9510.1

n 7q

0 .9710 . 1

0.98
n 07

n oa

0.9410.02

Platinum 1 ¿"+ã 1

l-.510.1

L.4

1.18

1.5110.04

l-0

77

36

11

19

Silver 1.1010.04

1. 1010 . 01

1 .06

1-.0410.1

1.0

20

LL

¿¿

23

36



Aluminun 0.7610.04

0.7910.04

0.7610.03

0.76

0.73!0.03

77

24

37

/,o

27

Copper 1.0

1.17t0

1 . 1410

.06

.06

28

29

JU

Nicke 1 1 q+n nq, 37

Tin 0.51t0.05 32

Magne s ium 0.8910.06 33



extra point defects and dislocations. To prevent the errors due

to the quenching strain, the specimen diarneter should be small.

I.7.2. Irradiation Experi:nents

The irradiation of a crystal with energetic particles

produces equal amou1t of vacancies and interstitials. In the

lowest energy (i.e. threshold) case, the collision of the incident

particle with the lattice atom displaces the lattice atom to an

interstitial site, leaving the original lattice site vacant.

Such a vacancy-interstitial pair is called a Frenkel defect. The

threshold energy is the rninjmrm eneïgy required to produce a stable

Frenkel defect. The threshold energies for the noble metals are

listed be1owl:

Metal Threshold energy (eV)

As the energy of the bonbarding particles is increased, a m-urber

of Frenkel defects will be created per incident particle' Some

of the lattice atoms can gain enough energy froin the collision and

further produces vacancy-interstitial pairs. The irradiation with

the energetic heavy païticles will create defect clusters as well

as the heavily danraged regions called spikes. Such tnwanted

19

28

35

Cu

Ag

Au



coiïrplicatíons can be avoided by using electron irradiation' This

review is based on this type of e>çeriments only. The Frenkel

defects produced by electron irradiation can be dívided into two

groups. The first group are those bound Frenkel pairs in which

the interstitial and vacancy have sufficient interaction. IÞon

warnring up the specimen, the interstitial will migrate to the

vacancy and annihilate each other. such process requires the

least thermal energy. The second group are the r-rrbor.rrd defect

pairs in which the vacancy and the interstítial do not have an

interaction. Each point defect migrates independently during

arnealing at higher temperatures.

1.1.3. Anneating of Poht Defects in Metals

l4uch of the lcrowledge about the properties of point

defects has been obtained from the annealing erçeriments ' On

warrning ip the specimen, the therrnal energy activates the

migration of the point defects. The following processes can

happen during annealing:

(1) An interstitiaL can migrate to a vacancy and annihilate eadr

other;

(2) A point defect can be trapped by an rmpurity atom and be

freed at higher annealing tenperature;

(3) A poínt defect can migrate to sinks, such as free Surfaces'

grain bor.rrdaries, and dislocations ;



(4) The point of the same t4le can form clusters and the clusters

can dissociate at higher temperatures.

Several of the processes can happen at a given annealing temperature,

which makes the analysis of the annealing data difficult. The

reactions of poilt defects can be monitored by measuring tJre

change in physical properties such as the electrical resistivity,

the stored energy, and the hardness. The resistivity technique

has high sensitivity and is the rnost widely used technique. It

also leads to the present difficulties in this field which will be

considered later.

The annealing of point defects is in general approached

by the chemical rate equation of the form:

dc_
¿¡ - of (C), Q-2)

where t and c are the tfune and concentration, respectively. The

rate constant cl can be written as d = uo"tp(-f*/tf;, where vo is

the frequency factor, En the activation eneÏgy for migration, and

k the Boltzmann constant. The frnction f(c) depends on the t¡pe

of reaction. The armilihation of close Frenkel pairs and the

rnigration of point defects to sinks are equivalent to the mono-

molecular chemical reacti-on. Eq. (7-2) becomes:

S = -ec (r-3)
ot



The random annihili-ation of vacancies and ilterstitials is

described by:

?
-c[Ldc_

æ-
(1- 4)

Eq. (L-Z) is sometimes written as dC/dt = -crCY, where y is the

reaction order. In other words, the ftnction f (C) reflects the

tpe of process occurring during annealing. However this in-

formation is not very specific, since in ttre actual case

several processes can happen at a given temperature'

There are two different types of arurealing erperirnents.

(1) The isothermal annealing is performed at a constant temper-

attsre. The p1ot, ln(dc/dt) vs. c, gives the effective reaction

order. The isothermal annealing is also used to determine the

migration eneïgy. The specìmen is initially annealed at Tt. At

a certain instant, the temperature is raised to T, (Fig. 1-1).

The migration energy is inmediately calculable from the reaction:

ln{(dcldt)r/ (ð.c/dt)z} = -Vk' (L/rt - t/rù (1-s)

(2) The isochronal annealing is perfonned in such a way that the

temperature is proportional to the annealing time,

.F-L+
I - llug

(1- 6)
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FIG. 1-1
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where h is called the heating rate. The actrral performing of

the isochronal annealing is e:plained in Section 2.4. Idl:enever

a grorrp of defects anneal out within a temperature range, a step

appears on the C versus T p1ot. Such a step is called an annealìno

stage. The identificatíon of the point defect species active in

eactr stage is the central problein of the isodrronal annealing

e:periments. Very few data on the isochronal annealing of quenched

metals are available because the extensive clustering of vacancies

occurs during annealìng. The isochronal annçaling of irradiated

FCC metals occurs in four nain stages and several substages.

Their representative characteri-stics and the interpretations pro-

posed are listed be1ow. The tenrperature ranges indicated are

valid for the noble metals.

Stage I (0-60oK)

This is the largest annealing stage in irradiated

rnetals. About 85% of the irradiation induced resistivity re-

covers in copper (Fig. I-2). There are five well-defined sr-ù-

stages. Stage Ia has not been observed in Ag, A1 and Ni (Fig. 1-5).

The interpretations given by Corbett3S et al are the following:

Stages Ia, Ib, md Ic are due to the recombination of the bor.u-rd

Frenkel pairs. This interpretation is based on the following

1^^+-rdt- L> .

(1) The annealing kiaetics of these stages obeys the first order

reaction 1aw given by Eq. (1-3),
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dc/dt = 0C = Cvoe4p(-Çt<f¡ = C/-r, (1- 7)

where t is the life time.

(2) 'r is dose independent. That is, it does not depend on the

concentration of the Frenkel pairs38, 39, 40, 81.

(3) The tenperatures and the ïecoveïy rates of these substages

are not changed by the quenched-in vacanci"rlS and. cold-work

produced defects39 ' 4r. (z) and (J) i¡rdicate that the inter-
actíon between the interstitial and the vacancy in a bornd. Frenkel

pair is so strong that the other defects can not affect the nigration
of an interstitial to its or,rr¡r vacancy.

(4) The amoi.nt of recovery of the three substages d.epend.s sen-

sitively on the eneïgy of the incid.ent erectronsSS. The recovery

of rb and Ic reaches a maximi-rn when the electron eneïgy is slightly
above the threshold energy. This is erpected. because the lower

incident energy produces more close interstitial-vacanq¡ pairs.

However the recovery of stage ra increases slightly with in-
creasing electron energy. There is no explanation for this ab-

normality.

The experinental facts mentioned above lead to the

general agreement of the interpretation for ra, rb, and rc. As

the annealing temperature is increased, more defects are mobile

and the reactions becorne more complex.

stage rd and Ie are attributed to the free rnigration of
interstitials based on the following facts.
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(1) Id ancl Ie have the same activation 
"rr"rgy38.

(2) The qucirched-in vrcancies enhance the recovery of Id and Ie,

and Ie is shiftecl towarcl IdlB' 39. The clifference between Id ancl

Ie is that the Id interstitials require less junps to meet the

vacancies. The quenched-in vacancies reduce the mean ntrnber of

jwrps required by the Ie interstitials and Ie is shifted to lower

temperatures 
"

There are two different opinions about the atomj-c con-

figurations of interstitials in FCC metals.

(1) One-i¡rterstitial mod.el (Corbett, Srnith and Walker38). Orly

one ty¡pe of interstitials exist in FCC metals" Horvever, this

grorrp of authors did not specify the atomic configuration of their

interstitials.

(2) Ttvo-interstitial rnodel fMeechan, Sosin, Brìn]snan41, and the

Stuttgart gro4).

A body-centered or type A interstitial (Fig. I-4a) is metastable.

Its energy can be lowered by sharing the lattice site, with one of

its nearest neighbours (Fig. 1-4b). These authors

(b)(a)

Atonic Conf i ¡.trrat.ions of
l;CC Structure. (a) Tv¡e-A
or Split Intcrstitial.

Interstitials
Interstitial;

in the
(b) Type-ll

I
I
I

I
I
I

FIG" 1.4
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propose that type A interstitials are mobile in stage r, and type

B in stage III.

Stage II (60-22OoK)

The recovery of stage lI depends sensitively on the

impurity in the sample and the radiation dose. The addition of

funpurities induces one to three substages in the stage II region

depending on the impr.rrity added. A1-0.085 ate" Ga, for example,

has one substage. A1-0.06 ateo Mg has two substug"r44. The

interpretation based on the ìmpurity effect is that the stage II
is due to the annealing out of the i-npur :rty trapped inters titiats4? .

This annealing model can not oplain the effect of dose dependence.

In 1ow dose irradiated pure samples, stage II is almost absent.

After high dose irradiation, a continuous recovery is observedSs

That is, the stage II is at least partly due to the intrinsic

point defects. The detailed processes responsible for the stage

II recovery are not yet well urderstood.

Stage III (220-320oK)

Several Tecoveïy models have been proposed for the stage

III. The authotrsS' 42 ,trppotting the one-interstitial nodel

suggest that stage III is due to the release of the interstitials

from the deepest traps. The thennal energy in the stage II
tenperature range is not large enough to free these interstitials.

¿q
A recent report-" srpports this interpretation. Gonser has shov¡n
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that the Mössbauer spectra of irradiated Au doped with 57Co are

nrodified after the sample is annealed in stage II. The

nodification is removed aftet annealing in stage III. He attributes

this to the formation of an interstitial-impurity conplex in stage

II and the dissociation of the complex in stage III. A conrnent

can be rnade on the irnpurity trapping nodel. If the stage III

recovery is due to the impurity trapped interstitials, the activation

energy would depend on the doping agent because of the difference

jrr the interstitial-inrpurity binding energy. However this has

not been observed44. In the two-interstitial rnodel, stage III is

due to the annealing out of split interstitials. The rnagnetic

after effect e:perìments done by the Stuttgart 9rolæ46' 
54 sr-rpport

this interpretation. They observed the rnagnetic after effect in

irradiated Ni. This effect was not observed after the sample was

annealed in stage III. The magnetic after effect is due to the

re-orientation of the split interstitials. The vacanq¡ nodel of

stage III is based on the activation energy measurements in ir-

radiated and quenched samples [Table L-Ð47 .

Table 1-2: Activation Energy of Stage III

Ellt (irradiated) eV Errr(Quendred) eV

Cu

Ag

Au

Pt

A1

Ni

0.69 1 0.05

0.67 1 0.04

0.76 + 0.10

1.56 + 0.08

0.59 + 0.04

1.02 + 0.05

0.70 1 0.15

0.57 1 0.03

0.70 + 0.05

1.33 I 0.08

0.s7 t 0.10

0.85 + 0.15
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Although the activation energies in irradiated metals agree fairly

well with the activation energies in quenched sanples measured in

the stage III range, the vacancy model is not without problems.

As mentioned previoælL quenching produces vacancies as well as

vacancy clusters. The activation energy varies with the size of

the cluster. The activation enelgy measured in the quenched sample

should be considered as an effective value.

Stage IV (520-450oK)

This is a small annealing stage prior to the recrystal-

Itzation. It is generally ascribed to the annealing out of vacancies.

The interpretation of the poìnt defect reactions in each

stage is sti1l in great controversy. The anbiguity of interpreting

the annealing stages arises from several factors:

(1) there is stil1 lack of systematic experimental ðata;

(2) an an¡.ealing stage nny not be a singly activated process; and

(3) the conventional experimental techniques such as stored-

energlr/ and resistivity measurements are rmable to resolve the

defect species.

I.2, PRODUCTION OF POINT DEFECTS BY PIASTIC DEFORMAT]ON

In 1952, Seitz4S pointed out that rnovìng dislocations

could generate non-equllibriun poìnt defects. Since then many

models have been proposed to accorrtt for the production of point

defects by plastic deformation. In fact, all these models
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(a) a perfect crystal.

(b) a ror{ of vacancies.

(c) a row of interstitials.

Ârurj hilatiolt of
clislocations.

FIG.1-5 positive and neqative
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arc lr¡r.sccl on tllc gcorlctricltl tnorlcl of cdgc cl jsloc¿ttj olis. Itj g.

(1-5a) shorvs a positi-vc ancl ¡r rìccat.ivc cdgc tli-slocatiotr ntovitrg on

acljaccnt plancs in a -sirrplc cubic lattic:e. ltrhen thcir cxtra half-

plares join togcthcr, thc crystal bccontes dcfcct frce. I'lorvevcr, if

thc sl ip plarcs of tllc tivo dislocations alc separatcd by ttvo atontic

clista:rccs (Fig. 1-5b), a ror,/ of vacancies perpenclicul.ar to the

pagc is fornicd. If they glide on the samc planc (Fig. 1-5c) a 1-or{

of j-nterstitials is fomcd. If the direction of motion of an eclge

dislocation is not para11el to its slip p1ane, a void or some

extra niaterial H'ill be left behind. This kind of motion is called

non-conservative and ls diffusion controlled.

In general, otrly the elementarl' edge jogs on scretv clis-

locations are considered to produce point defects (Fig. 1-ó). The

mechan'i sms of noinf dofcr-f lrlodrrction can be divided into trvolllvullqrrJ¡tÞ vr IJvfl

categorles.

(A) Non-conservative motion of jogs
AO(i) Seeger's rlodel-"

The jog rvill glide alotrg the scrctv clislocatiotr, and

occasionally, r-urder thermal activation, make notì-conselvativc jr,nrips

to generatc isol¿rtccl point clcfccts (F'ig. 1-6).

fÌ l'

^ 
L-- screr{ tl islocationo---*-"

o
-._()

l:I(1" 1-tr [-rcation of Point l)e¡fccts
l.lotioli of tltc¡ l.<l¡'c.lo.rt on'l'lle d:rshe<l lines i¡r<lic¿rtr:
notioll c>1' t)rc -jor'19,

lr)' llon- cons (, 1'\¡¿lti ve
a iìcrerv l)is loc¿rtion.
tlrc conscrvativc
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The circles represent the poínt defects, md the dashed ljnes

indicate the glide of the jog. The concentration of point defect

depends on the temperature of deformation and the jog density.

(ii) Kuhlna¡n-wilsodrf's "uncertatnty of dislocatíon

axis" model

According to this nodel, a dislocation axis is not well

defined due to the thermal vibration of atoms. A segnent of a

screw dislocation can be transferred momentarily to a nearby plane

and a pair of jogs are fonned. ]ttren the dislocation moves, the

jogs rnake non-conservative jinrps and produce point defects. Based

on this model, the concentration of point defect depends on

ternperature and is proportional to the dislocation density. Since

the rate of generation of dislocations is fast in the early stage

of deformation, one would eripect the production of point defects

to follow this trend. This is not observed e>rperìmenta1ly. A

comparison with the extrlerimental data is shown in Orapter 3.

(B) Annihilation of Dipole Dislocations

(i) Van Bueren considers that jogs move only non-

conseryatively leaving behind them rows of point defects. Since

a row of point defects and a dipole dislocation (Fig. 1-5b and c)

are physica|Ly the same entity, it ís equivalent to sayìng that

the jog is sessile and it pu1ls a long dipole when the scre.t'v

dislocatíon moves forward (Fig. 1-7).
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I;l(1. I.7,,\¡rnihilatioll of ì)ipo1c ])isloCatlon

The generation of point defects is completed ivhen the dipole

pinches off a:rd forms point d.efect chsters ' A dipole can also

be formed by tivo clislocation segnents. The dislocations moving

on the neighboring slip plales, for instance, can attract each

other ancl forni a c1ipo1e. The dipole nechanism iras been observcd

by Price64 j-n deformecl caclnútln'

(íi) Saaclar s Nfoc1cl

Friec1c178 ¿Ìrgres that thc jogs slioulcl glide casily a1o'g

the distocatÍon to thc peirt havirlg cclgc ch¿rractcr ratJicr tlrlur pro-

clucc iro.int clcLccts. Thc po.int clcfccts arc proúitcctl cach timc a

lnobilc ctjslocatiott looil cuts tlrrou¡¡h ltn attlac'.til¡c t1"cc of the

cl.isloc-ation [ol'cst. Smcla59 d"rivot] ¿r tlulttltitatjvc cqlrltion of
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FrG" 1-8 Di-slocation reacti oir.
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point defect concentration based on Friedel's idea.

Consider two dislocation segments M4' and LL' (Fig. 1-8a)

with Burgers vectott Þt *ra \2, respectively. If the force between

them is attractive, the Hirsch reaction occurs when they intersect

each other (Fig. 1-Bb) to form an attractive jtrrction. Since the

elastic energy of a dislocation is proportional to the square of

íts Burgers vector. The lúrsch reaction is energetically

favourable if

rz,. a1r' a2, (1- B)

This is the case when br'bz t 0' (i'e' the angle between thern'

e , fl. ,An example is shown Ìn Fig. 1-9a. The moving loop LL'

with b, = $ tlorl glides on ([1) plane. The tree MM' with

\ = Z t1T0l lies on (111) plane. They react to form a jtmction

pp'wirh \=i tT01l +f trIOJ =| toirl. PP' isnotmobile on

(1-11) plane. However the rest segments LP and P'L'wil1 bow out

tnder the applied stress (Fig. 1-9b). since Þ1 It not parallel

to the slip plane of LL', the two segnents are on different slip

planes. A dipole will be fonned. The length of the dipole is

approximately proportional to the diaineter of the loop (or tJre

size of the dislocation network, 1,). Thus the nrniber of point

defect produced per intersection event is A'(r'/b), where A' is

a constant. The atonic fraction of point defects generated after

dN attractive trees per rnit volrrne are cut is:
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dc = IA', (t/b)dNl /Q/b3)

= A' [bZdN (1- 9)

The corresponding increase in strail is:

de = b[2dN

)Õ
9L = A' h/e) (1-10)

Friedel and SaadaT0 poirrt out that the cutting of the attractirre

trees is the dominant workhardening rnechanisn jl FCC metals' The

stress required to break the jurction is:

ub
" Q0 tts)r

(1- 11)

where u is the shear modulus , ß, a constant. cornbining Eq. (1-10)

and (1-11) gives:

dc/ðe = Ao/P G_L2)

where A = Atß.

The total concentration of point defects produced is:

C = + leoðe
tso

(1- 13)
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That is, the concentration is proportional to ttre work done on

the specimen during defornntion.

Based on the dipole rnodel, vacancies and interstitials

are generated in approximately equal amount. The energy required

to create the defects is conpletely supplied by the applied

stress. However, in the case of the jog rnodel, it is more

difficult to drag an interstitial-producing j og than a vacarucy

jog because of the higher energy of formation of the interstitial'

As such, one would speculate that vacancies are the dorninant

point defects in cold-worked. metals. However, Seegersl argues that

there should be enough energy available fron the applied stress

field to produce interstitials and both tFpes of point defects

are produced in approximately equal amount. There is no conclusive

oçeriment so far. It is clear that the dislocations act as

sources of point defects during plastic deformation. The reverse

process occuïs during armealing. That is, the dislocations are

also the prírnary sinks for point defects. Van den Beuke147 nakes

an estimate that the average number of jurps of point defects to

reach a dislocation in random walk is of the order n, = 4T-,J o"b"
where 0¿ is the dislocation density and b the interatomito

distance. The nurnber of junps to meet another point defect is

7/C. The nunber of jurps is smaller when the diffi-nion of point

defects is assisted by the long range dislocation stress field'

For strain between 5 and 50%, the point defect concentrations are

of the order of 10-5 - tO-4, *d the dislocation densities
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t ro10 - to1l .r'2. The mmrber of jrnps necessary to meet a dis-

ro.uaion is n, = 105 - 104. Therefore the average m'unber of jr'unps

for arrivìlg at a dislocation is of the same order of magnitude

as the m¡nber of jumps for meeting another point defect. That is

the dislocations st4)press th-e growth of point defect clusters.

In quenched metals the degree of clustering is very high during

annealing because of the 1ow dislocation density.

There is strong evidence that point defects interact with

dislocations before they are annihilated at the dislocations.

Birnbauns' LZ hut shown that point defects retail their identity

as point defects at the dislocations and pin the dislocations.

High purity copper and ali.rninmt specimens which are deformed at

77oK, annealed. at a higher tenperature T, and then reloaded again

at 77oK, show a yield point. The increase in yield stress is

attributed to the pinning of dislocatiorrs by the point defects

generated during deformation. There are two ways that point defects

can lose their identity:

(1) they can induce climb of dislocations;

(2) they can nLigrate along the dislocation core (pipe diffusion)

to the graìn boundaries and free surfaces. The second mechanism

has not been conformed ercperimentally.

I.2.I. Annealing Stages in Cold-Worked Metals

The point defects produced by cold-work also anrreal out

in four stages. There is a large annealing stage at temperatures
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slightly higher than the stage IV tenperature. This stage is

attributed to the recovery of dislocations. The cold-worked stage

I recovery is in general less than Seo of. the total recoverable
-T

resistivity'". Comparing this with the irradiation stage I (85%),

it indicates that bourd Frenkel pairs are not produced by plastic

defonnation. This is consistent with the dislocation models which

predict that point defects of the same type are generated in rows

or platelets. Most of the cold-work induced point defects anneal

out in stages II and III. Buckl3 þas shown that the stage II

recovery in cold-worked Cu single crystals is not different in

99.98 and 99.ggg% pure material. Schurnacher and Se"g"r56 and

Durro.l3l even fourrd resistivity increase in some portions of the

stage II in cold-worked noble metals. This phenomenon is un-

e:cplained. In general, only one.broad arrrealing stage is observed

in the stage III terperature range for heavily cold-worked metals.

However, in the present investigation, two well-defined substages

occur in copper deformed at 5% strain. In cold-worked nickel
AA 57 obr"tlred a magnetic after effect and an internalSeeger et a1-"'

friction peak which also annealed out in stage III. They attributed

stage III to the arrrealing out of type B interstitials. Stage IV

has not been observed in cold-worl<ed Ag, Au, and 41. In cold-

worked Cu a continuoi.¡s recovely in this tenperature range is

observeds8' 60. The activation energy increases contjluously fron

0.7 to 2 eV. Balluffi et a159 conclude that rearrangement of

dislocations plays an i:rportant part in stage fV. The study of
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the annealing behaviour of point defects in cold-worked metals is

stillintheveryeati-:ystage.Theresistivitymethodisof

linrited usefulness because it can not resolve the poìnt defect

species.

I.2.2. Review of Low Temperature Plastic Deformation Experìments

The experirnental investigation on point defects in cold-

worked metals started with the work of Molenaar and Aarts6l' The

electrj-cal resistivity of a copper wire was rneasured as a ftffrction

of stress and extension at liquid air tenperature (-183oc). After

g% extension the tensile defor¡ration vras internrpted to a¡nea1 the

wire at room temperature. This treatment caused a decrease in the

electrical resistivity, while the stress-strain curve was unaffected'

The resistivity drop was ascribed to the arfrealing out of point

defects. Druyvesteyn and ManintveId62 performed the isochronal

armealing of cold-worked copper and found that the resistivity drop

occurred in two stages. since then most investigators enphasized

the study of the annealing behaviour of point defects in cold-

worked metals. The quantitative description of point defects

production by d.efonrntion was relatively iÍrerç1ored' since point

defects and dislocations are continuously generated during plastic

deformation, the quantitative measurement of point defects con-

centrations becomes more difficult. Fig. 1-10 shows a collection

of. data on resistivity increase versus strain in copper' Although

there is a general agreement in the order of nagnitude, the absolute
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values can differ by more than a factor of 2. Most of the early

investigators were unaware of the ìmportant deforrnation parameters

such as the tenperature of defonnation and the strain rate. The

point defect concentration C was considered as a fimction of

strain c alone. It was usual to fit the results to Van Buerenrs

ennrirical formula:

C = Aeil, (1- 14)

where A and m \^rere considered constants. Peiffer6ó has shown that

both A and n depend on the history of deformation in copper. Since

poínt defects aïe geneïated by dislocations, it is clear that the

concentrati-on of point defects will depend on all the defornation

parameters. Hibbard63 and Basinski and Saimoto65 have forind that

the sun of the resistivities recovered due to interrnittent arureals

during d.efornntion is larger than that recovered in one final

arrreal after an equivalent strain. Hibbard suggested that this

represents a point defect saturation effect whereby more defects

are ïemoved during continuous deformation. That is' more point

defects are swept away by the moving dislocation when the point

defect concentration is high. Such effect of d1'narnic strain-

ageing of point defects is difficult to control. In sunrnary, the

following conclusions may be rnade:

(1) The production of poi]lt defects depends on the deformation

parameters.
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(2) The concentration one measures at a given state of defonnatÍon

represents the net amor-nt of point defects rather than the gross

amoint produced.

The objectiyês of this work are (1) to study the de-

pendence of point defect production on plastic strain and strain

energy, (2) to investigate the effect of strain rate and temper-

ature of deforrnation, and (3) to investigate the effects of ìmpurities

on the production and. annealing of point defects in cold-worked

copper.
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2.r. SPECIMEN PREPARATION A¡ID META],LOGRAPFry

The materials used in the experiments were Johnson-

Matthey 99.999% Cu and the connnercial grade 99.98% Cu. The as

received copper bar of 0. 5 inch in diameteT I^Ias cleaned in dilute

nitric acid and methanol to remove the oxide 1.ayet. ft was then

sealed in a pyrex tube at a pressure better than 10-4 totr, atd

anrrealed at ó00oC for 2 hours. The recrystalIízed bar was swaged

to a diameter of 0.322 inches and annealed again at 600oC for 2

hours. The intermediate heat treatments lilere to prevent the forrnation

of srnall cracks during cold rolling. The copper bar was rolled

in one direction to a thicicress of 0.2 rm. A groræ of the thin

strips of l0 cm long were clanped together and cut to the size

shown in Figure 2-1.

\--- potential leads

FIG " 2.L

The potential leads were copper wires of 0.2 nm in dianeter spot

welded at eactr end of the gage length. The specimens 'hlere care-

fu1ly cleaned and sealed in high vacuult. The final heat treat-

ment was at 600oC for four hours and air cooled to room temper-

ature. It yielded an average grain size of 33 Un.
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An electrolyte containing one part concentrated nitric
acid and two parts rnethyl alcohol was used to polish both

netallography and electron nicroscope specimens. The polishing

conditions were -40oc at a potential of 5 yolts. At room temper-

ature, the same solution became a good etchant to reveal the grain

boundaries.

2.2. RESISTA\ICE MEASIJREMENT

The rnajor instnunent for the electrical resistarrce

measurements was a Guildhne 9920 Direct Current Conparator Bridge

whlch was developed by the National Research courcil of car¿'ða,

The conventional potentiometric method involves a

corparison of voltage drops when the same current passes through a

specimen and a standard resistor. The ratio of the resistancesR__ e

# tr obtained. fron the ratio of voltage d.rops j ¡rigrre z-3).r.q . U,

Tãe resolution and. accuracy are ljmited by the stability of the

currents in the tested resistor and in the potentiometer. An

ìmportant factor whidr determines the temperature stability of a

resistor is its power dissipation. self-heatìng will increase the

resistance. The potentiometric rnethod suffers frorn the dis-

advantage that when scaling resistors in decade steps the same

current m¡st be passed through the specirnen and the standard

resistor, and hence more heat is generated in the larger resistance.
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FIG. Z-Z Recrystallized CoPper.

FIG. 2-3 Potentiometer Method.
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2.2.L. Dírect Current Corparator Bridge

The Guild^li¡e 9920 D. C. Ccrnparator Bridge enploys the

principle of anpere-turn balance. The ratio of the resistances

R /R, is obtained fron the ratio of the mmber of turns of the

coils whictr can be detennined with extremely high accuracy.

resolution of the bridge is 1 part in 107.

The bridge consists of a toroidal transforner, a

galvanometer system, a magnetic flux detection system, and a

srpply unit (Fie. 2-4).

Porve r
Supp ly

Modulator
^-Jdltu

De tector

FIG. 2-4 D. C. Comparator Bridse.
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The toroidal transformer has a pri:nary N, and secondary N*

windings which carry direct current, and rnodulation and detection

wíndings which carry AC current. lthen the primary and secondary

arrpere-turns are equal and opposite, the resultant magnetic flux

in the toroidal core is zeto.

This condition is detected and automatically maintained

by the modulation and detection u-rits. The galvanometer system

detects the voltage difference across the specimen and the

standard resistor. It consists of a photocell amplifier and a

secondary galvanometer. The off-balance current produced at the

photocell drives the seconðary galvanometer. The photocell

anplifier has a sensitivity of 0.01 microvolt. I,{ith one volt across

the specimen, this is equivalent to the resolution of one part Ìn

108.

2.2.2. Operation of the D. C. Comparator Bridge

Ithen the galvanometer jndicates zero voltage, the voltage

drops across the specimen and the standard resistor are equa1.

Ë -tSX'

I^R^ = I R.XX'

T

S

ï-
X

RX_
E--

S

(2-L)
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l4hen the rnagnetic fh.x in the toroidal core is zero, we have :

IN =IN.S S XX-

INts 
- 'x (2-2)

T--ñ-XS

(? -<\

Combining Eqs. (2-I) and (2-2), we obtain:

RNX_ X
R'- - ñ-\\

The resistance of the specimen is:

PRX_ S
nnrÃSX

N
R _ rX\ ^x -ñ--J *s

S

Since the ampere-turn balance is automatically maintained jn the

comparator bridge, only the galvanometer balance has to be achieved

in the actual operation. At the balanced conditions, the po.r^Ier

consumed in the resistors are:

22ees ãp = xP, = R-, Anu rX - R-SX

(2- 4)

That is, more power is consuned in the resistor which has smaller

resistance value. Sínce all the specimens used in the oiperiments
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are thin, and they are irmnersed in liquid nitrogen, the error due

to self-heating is i.rninPortant.

The procedures of operation are as follows:

(f) Connect a specimen ald a standard resistor to the proper

terminals at the back of the bridge. Rs should be close to R*.

(2) Set the secondary galvanometer sensitivity to 1/1000 and

adjr-rst the mechanical balance to bring the light spot to the center

of the sca1e. Then set the sensitivity to L/I and re-zero the light

spot by adjusting the zero control on the photocell amplifier.

(5) Set an approximate value of R*/R, on the dials. Turn the

two clock-dial controls to obtain the required currents I* and Ir.

Operate the reversing switch and, at the same time, adjust I, to

obtain a nu11 indication on the comparator balance meter.

14) Adjust R-./R- dials to obtain the same galvanometer deflection
S

in both current

dial nultiplied

sistance.

polarities. Then the (Rx/Rs) value shown on the

by the standard resistance is the specimen re-

2.2.5. Compensation for the Temperature Fluctuation in tJre Liquid

Nitrogen Bath

All the electrical resistances were measured at 78oK by

imersing the specimens in a liquid nitrogen bath. However, the

boiling point of liquid nitrogen changed frorn time to tjme due to

the variation in the barometric pressure" An annealed specJmen
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used as a duTmty was always put beside the deforrned specimen to de-

tect the change in resistance due to the temperature fluctuation.

The correction was done u'rder the assr.unption that the sarne per-

centage change in resistance occurred jn the durrmy as well as

the deformed specinen whenever there was a temperature charge.

All the lead wires rl,leïe insulated and weaved together to reduce

the spurious emf.

2. 3. ANNEALING METFIODS

?,.3.7. Isothermal Arnealing

The isothermal arurealing method is used to measure the

concentration of point defects produced after deformation. The

resistivity pL (Fig. 2-Q of the specimen imnediately after the

tensile defornation is measured. Then it is sealed inra pyrex

tube ín a vacuum better than 10-4 torr and heated in a consta¡rt

tenqrerature oil bath at 170oC for four hours. The decrease in

resistivity, Lp = 91 - e2, is proportional to the poìnt defects

concentration. The temperatuïe at the end of the stage w60 i,

>lt
Fr

F
tn
H(n^
t4 fz

T IME

2-6 Isothermal Annealing.FIG.
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chosen as the isothernal armealing temperature.

2.3.2. Isoctrronal Annealing

The isochronal alurealing is carried out i¡ five-ninute-

10oC steps. This is approximately equivalent to a constairt heating

rate of 2 degrees per rnìnute. After deformation in a liquid nitrogen

bath, the specirnen is warmed r4l step by step at equally spaced

temperatures. At each tenperature the specimen is kept for a fixed

interval of tine. At the end of each annealing step the resistivity

of the specimen at the liquld nitrogen temperature is measured.

The plot of the resistivity p versr-¡s the annealing tønperature T

is called an isoch.ronal (Fig. 2-7).

TEMPERATURE

FIG. 2-7 fsochronal Annealing

E-
H

H
F

CJ)
rrÌ

annealing stages
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I4trenever a particular group of defects a:rneal out, a

step appea1s on the isochronal. In other words, an isochronal

reveals the migration characteristics of different defect

species. The annealing temperatures between -70oC to room

temperature are obtained in a glass dewar fi1led with acetone artd

dry ice nixture. From room temperature to 80oC, a water bath

equipped with a constalt temperature circulator is used. The

annealing at terperatures higher than 80oC are done in an oiI bath.

7

<1

RESULTS AI.{D INTERPRETATIONS

RESISTTVITY OF METALS

The resistivity of a non-magnetic metal arises fron the

scattering of the conduction electrons by lattice phonons and

crystal imperfections such as impririties and structural defects.

The phonon contribution to the resistivity approaches zero when

the tenperature approaches the absolute zeTo. The residual re-

sistivity then is a direct measure of the crystal imperfections.

Matthiessen's rule states that the resistivity due to crystal

inperfections is independent of ternperature. Thus the total

resistivity is given by:

Ptotul = op6 (T) * Po, (3- 1)

r^iherc n , fTl i c the resistivity of the defect free crystal atvv¡¡uav |/Dh \r.,

t"*p"t"trte T, and Po, the resistivity due to crystal imperfections,
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that is the resistivity at the absolute zero temperature.

For the non-interacting defects such as single vacancies

and interstitials, it is reasonable to assule that the corresponding

residual resistivity is directly proportional to the defect con-

centration.

Let the concentration of a particular t¡le of defect

change fron C(1) to C(2) while keeping the population of the other

types of defects constant. Then,

(3-2)ÀC=C(2)-C(1)

and the corresponding ctrange in residr.ral resistivity is:

¡Qo po(z) - po(l)

= a6¡r1(2) - Pto.ul(l) (3-3)

A0o const. x AC

That is, the variation of the residr.ral resistivity due to this

type of defect is simply the dr.ange of the total resistivity if

one measures the resistivities at a fixed temperature'

since an interstitial produces a larger lattice strain

than that of a vacanq, aî interstitial contributes mo1'e re-

sistivity6T. Let p, and p., be the resistivities due to unit

(s- 4)
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concentTation of interstitials and vacancies, respectively. Eq.

(3-4) may be written as:

Apo pl ÂCI+ry.^CV

Assr.uning vacancies and jnterstitials are produced in approximately

equal amor.rrt, CI = t¡ = c' after complete annealing apo is sti11

proportional to the point defect concentration produced by de-

formation,

aoo (or * qr)c

If q/ I cl, then Â0o does not give an absolute measure of the de-

fect concentration.

Deviations from lr4atthiessen's rule have been found

experimentally by Dugdale and Basindki69 fot ìmpurity defects.

They define the deviation A bY:

a=ototul- (on6*oo) (3- s)

The deviation variesswith the impurity concentration and temper-

atnre. It reaches a maximr¡n at 70oK in Cu-dilute Ge alloys (Fig. 3-1).
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Á,4
Rösdr et 41"' also fouird the departure fi:om l\'fatthiesseiris

rule fol point defccts ploduced by' cold-ir'ork in platìnr-m (Iig. 3-Z) .

The deyiation is not so severe as that due to inpurities" Their

isoclrronal curves measu.recl at 42oK anð,77oK are not ìn coinciclence.

Fortlulately, the differences are lvithin 3eo of. the total recoverable

resistivity. hie tht-rs assume that the clevíation due to tire structural

point dcfects in copper is also small.

200 ¿J\l
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heating rate

hl-= Looc/ 5 nin '

hz= Looc/20 min'

Rn= resistance beforen anneal.

Rp= resistance after
anneal.

R.n= resistance after
' anneal at ternp. T

FIG. 3-2 Isochronal Annealing of Deforned Pt'68

3.2,. VARIABLES CONTROLLING POINT DEFECTS PRODUCTTON

Durìng plastic deformation one is dealing with ro6 - tO10

a

li¡es/crn' of dislocations. This is a many-body problern. To

solve the n¡ction of each dislocation line is i:rpossible. However,

the macroscopic behaviour of metals such as stress-strain relation

and average amotrtt of point defect production can be predicted

Lnder properly controlled conditions. In general, any variable,

rvhich affects the dislocation motion, will change the point defect

production. The important variables are considered below.
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3.2.I. The Plastic Strain and Strain Energy

The plastic strain is the most important parameter of

point defect production by deformation. This is the reason that most

of the previor¡s data are fitted to Van Bueren's fornrula (Eq. 1-14):

where A and m are considered as constants for a given rnetal and

grain size. To detennine the increase in point defect concentration

with the plastic strain, four completely recrystalLized specimens

of average grain diameter of 33 um hlere deformed in a liquid

nitrogen bath on the Instron tensj-le testing machine. The re-

sistance after the d.eformation R was measured at 77oK. Then: the

specimens were heat treated at 770oC for four hours and their

final resistances R' were measured again at 77oK. The resistance

increase due to point defect is AR = R - R'. The precision of

the absolute resistivity p is lirnited by the i.rriformity of the

specimen cross-Section and the accuracy in the measurement of the

shape f.actor A/9, (cross-section/distance between the potential

leads). Only the resistivity ratios, * = Aft, 
"t" 

used in the

plots to eliminate the error introduced by the shape factor. The

results are shown in Fig. (3-3) and Table (5-1). The concentration

of point defects increases 1inea1ly with strain for e > 2,5%,

In the lower strain region (4.5u"1 the rate of resistivity increase

is rather slow although the e>ponent n is apparently greater than 1.
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Table 3-I Recoverable Resistivities.
Grain Diameter = 33 _ilm 1

Strain Rate = 2xI0-tsec.t
Temperature = 78oK

Specimen Stress , Strain Strain.-- 2. R/R
Nõ. (Kg/mmL ) --% Energ)' (Kglnm") %

22

23

20 13.76

27 t2.s3

6. s3 5.80 0.344

4. 00 3.43 0 .792

2.50 1. ós 0 .rr7

1.s0 0.77 0.095

4RlR = ¿f/f

dR = resistance due to
point defects.

ft = resistance aftet
deformation.

9.10

7 .06
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The curve does not intersect at the origin if it is extrapolated

to the zero strain. This strongly indicates that the rate of

point defect generation nn-st be high in the very early stage of

deformation. SinghS4 has investigated the point defect production

near the pïe-macroyield region in polycrystalline nickel. His

results show that the point defect production rate is extremely

high for strains less than 0.05%. This is simulated here by the

dashed line ín Fig. (3-3). Therefore, the point defect production

by tensile defornntion may be divided into three stages. Stage A

is the pre-macroyield region. In this stage, the dislocations

glide on the slip planes which have the highest resolved shear

stress (i.e. easy glide). The only powerful mechanism for

generation of point defects is the dipole mechanism, because the

jog density and the probabltrty of cutting trees of the dislocation

forest are sti1l low during this stage of deformation. As pointed
'7n

out by Friedel'', two dislocation loops L, andL, (Fig. 3-5) of

opposite Burgers vectors Þ1 = -L2 rnoving on the neighbouring slip

planes will have long range attractive interaction. trthen they

move close to each other, a long dipole will be formed. The

pinching of the dipole at both ends results in the creation of a

ror^r of point defects and two j ogs Jt and J ,. The dipole can

break 14 into srnall loops. Such loops are considered here as

point defects aggregates based on the geometrical model of edge

dislocation mentioned in section 1.2. An edge dipole and a row

(or sheet) of point defects correspond to the same atonic arrange-
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ments. The sma11 loops can be seen by transmission electron micro-

scope. A copper specimen was deformed at 78oK û I0% strain. The

thin foil was made ilnnediately aftet deformation. The micrograph

is shown in Fig. (3-4). The 1oops, giving rise to a half-moon

contrast, are pointed out by the arrows in the nicrograph.

þ" '-' I

FTñ 1 AF I lr l-4 Electron Micrograph of Deformed Copper. 831,000)

The amihilation of the dipole dislocation is

the attractive force between the dislocations

force of clirnb. The force per unit length of

required for the c1i¡rb is given bY:

instantan"o.rr TS

is greater than

dislocation F.

if

the

.2ñ , b-sin!.r
t' b = be . -------i-+
ctbt
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plane P1

n'l anr. P^-¿

Ðipole

FIG" 3-5 Ànnihilation of clipol-e dislocation'
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E+
F = -* simD.-/ub"

where E, is the energy of formation of a point defect, {;,

between the dislocation ljle and its Burgers vector. The

force between two parallel dislocations is:

?
uDa-ffi'

(3- 6)

the angle

attractive

(3-7)

r<- aì

where I( varies between 1 and (1-{,) and y the distance between the

dislocations. For cljmb to occì'tr,

F >F.
d-u

rrrì v:_*:- .-î > +ZfiKb.S1NU _ Dr

r,lrJ
E, is of the order of I, the Poissonf s ratio v < 0.4. Eq. (3-8)

is valid if the dipole dislocations 1ie on the neighbouring slip

planes.

The length of the point defects "strìltg" formed by the

arnihilation of a dipole is of the order of the length of the

dislocation loop. This is responsible for the high rate of

generation of point defects in the microyield region. However

the dipole nechanism is soon octrausted, because the obstacles such

as grain boundaries are encorntered by the moving dislocations.

The piled-up grolæs and tangles of dislocations start to forrn
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beyond the strain of 4 x t0-4 in polycrystalline nícke184. The

defect production rate s1o1s down in stage B (Fig. 3-J). Apparently,

no appreciable arnor¡nt of point defects is produced in this stage.

As the applied stress increases, several (111) type of slip planes

become operative. A moving dislocation has to cut through the

trees threading the slip plane. Saada's nechanism i_s probably

the dominant one in stage C. To compare with Saada's model, the

recoverable resistivity is plotted versr.ls the strain energy shov¿n

in Fig. (3-6). The strain energlr, which is the work done by the

applied stress, is obtained by measuring the area under the stress-

strain curye using a planirneter. Saada's model predicts that the

concentration of point defects produced by cold-work is proportional

to the strain energy (Eq. 1-13),

L=-J OO¿ìl a'ì
(3- e)

That is, C vs. {' ode plot is a straight 1ine. Fig. (3-6) shows

that the rate of point defect production is definitely faster than

Saada's prediction. This is in agreement with the results of

Basinski and Saimoto65. However, Kapicka and, Po1ak71 in their

recent report clairn that their data fit Saada's formula. They

anneal the deformed polycrystalline copper specimens at 100oC for

10 ninutes. Durrorr60 has done a systernatic isochronal a¡nealing

erçeriment for cold-worked copper. His results indicate that

stage IV is centered at 150oC with 5-minute-10-degree heating rate.
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Based on Dawsonts results, Kapicka and Polak's arnealing temperature

is too low and the annealing tfune is too short. This is why their

resistivity-strain energy data fa11 on a straight 1ine.

There are two possible e>planations for the fast rate of

point defect generation in stage C (Fig. S-3 and 5-6).

(1) Assune the cutting of the attractive trees is the doninant

mechanisn. Then, there must be a flaw in Saada's formula. In

deriving Eq. (3-9) , Saada makes the assr-unption that the mmber

of point defects produced each time a moving loop cuts an

attractive tree is proportional to the size of the dislocation

network according to the relation:

x = 4t,0, (3- 10)

where x is the length of the point defect string, A' a constant,

arrd 1, the average size of the dislocation network. The m¡nber of

point defects produced after the moving loop sr¡reeps a unit area
^Yis (Ð ' (+), where p, is the forest dislocation density assuuing'D- ' ¿" 'd

.)

half of the trees are attractive. Since g¿ varies with I/9,', the

concentration should increase with x/9-2. Assuning the validity of

Eq. (3-10) , Saada obtains

dC - n, rb\
æ-^ tIJ
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In rrier,¡ of the present

faster than L/9". Eq.

(1-8b).

result, the rate of increase should be

(3-10) can be obtained fron Fig. (3-7a) and

D

Dr
T-ì |r

(a)

tb)

FIG. 3-7 Generation of Point Defects by Saada's l'fechanisn.

The length of the dipole DD' is proportional to the dianeter of the

1oop. The configuration shown in Fig. (1-8b) is stable without

Lt
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the external stress. However, rnder the applied stress the sessile

dislocation pp' should shrink to the size of a jog before the

moving loop breaks away from the tree (Fig. 1-9b). For dislocation

density of 1010 .^-2,1, is of the order of rO3R. The situation

is represented by Fig. 3-5b. Van den Beukel47 has estimated the

nagnitude of A' as of the order of 0.02. That is,

x = 0.02 .0

Saaða predicts Ar = 0,2 which is one order of rnagnitude larger than

the etqperimental value. Fig. (3-7b) is more realistic. A short

dipole is fonned and annihilated before the loops LP a¡rd L'Pt bow

out extensively. In this case the dipole length x is insensitive

to the length of the moving 1oop. x depends, to certain extent, on

the kinetic energ¡ (or velocity) of the moving 1oopr72. For a

given strail rate,

x = x_ = consta.rì.t (3-11)
o

Following the procedures shown in Section I.2., wê obtain:

')1 ^u1^ XD XIJoL_oo'.-¿.r1^\
7;:=---7=---n-o, LJ-l¿)

J¿ UD

and
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(3- 13)

where A', = x ß2. Basinski and Saimoto65 claim their results are
o'

in better fit with Eq. (3-13) at large deformations.

(2) The second possibility is that the production of point de-

fects by other mechanisms such as those mentioned in Section I.2.

is not negligible. The competing rnechanism will be discussed

in the following section.

3.2.2. The Effect of Strain Rate and Tenperature of Deformation

TakamuraSS et a1 have found the concentration of point

defects produced by deformation at 90oK is always larger than

that at 77oK. This suggests that thernally assisted point defect

production takes place during plastic defonrntion. The only

mechanism, whích is thermally activable, is the Seeger's jog

mechanismmentioned in Section 1.2. Jogs glide easily in the

direction of the Burgers vector, and occasionally make non-

conservative junps to create isolated point defects. The rate of

thennally activated generation of point defects C, may be written:

^il - )
ft l'c 

-L)^¿,ouD

(3-14)

where t, t: the formation energy of a point defect, K the Boltzmannfs

constant , Co u constant depending on the jog density. For a given

aÍþrult of deformation, c" is proportional to the tirne, and is
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inversely proportional to the strajn rate. This is shown sctrernatically

in Fig. 3-8a. As rnentioned in the previous section, the con-

centration of point defects produced by the athermal cutting of

attractive trees is proportional to the dipole length x forrned per

íntersection event. x increases with the velocity of the moving

loop. Although the detailed dependence of x on the velocity is

not lanown, x must have an gpper-bor-rrd, becar.tse it can at most

be elongated to the size of the dislocation network. In the actual

case, x << .0. Let CO be the point defect concentration produced

by the athermal process, then the total concentration is

c = cA + cT. It is shown schematically in Fig. 3-8b. The ex-

perimental data are plotted in Fig. 3-9 and is seen to be in agree-

rnent with the theoretical prediction. The overall concentration

of point defects produced by deformation at 2g4oK is lower than that

produced at 77oK, because extensive ther¡rnl recovery occurs at

2940K.

The thermally activated j og clirnb will predominantly

generate vaca:rcies because of the lower energy of formation' These

extra vacancies are expected to affect the annealing behaviour of

point defects. T\n¡o specimens defor¡ned to 5% strain with strain

rates of 1 x 10-4 and 4 x 10-4 r".-r at T1oKwere isochronally

annealed within the stage III ten'perature range. The results are

shown in Fig. (3-10) , (3=11), and (s-LZ). Both isochronals show

two well-defined substages. In heavily deformed copper only a

large stage rrr is observed4T. Apparently the two substages
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FIG. 3-8 Thermal and Athermal Production of Point Defects.
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Table 3^2: Recoyerable Resistivity vs. Strain Rate

a) Terperature of Deformation = 78oK

Sp.
No.

Crosshead
Speed tsec )

Dtt1* (pn)
D"2 

(uo)
Ro

Iur¿) ^R=Rz-R' 
AR/RZ

35

39

32

38

37

(cn/min

0. 005

0. 01

0. 05

0.1

^)

1. 04x10

2. 08x10

1.04x10

2. 08x10

4. 16x10

191.80

190.68

18 5. 18

187.r4

191. 05

2I2.07
2r0.79

204.49

206.70

2r2.9r

27L.7r

210.35

203.95

206.26

2I2.53

U. JO

0.44

0. 54

0.44

0. 38

0. 169

0.209

0.264

0.2I3
0.178

-5

I

Á

b) Temperature of Deformation = 294oR

AATI

36

30

0. 01

0. 05

0.2

2. 08x10

1. 04x10

4. 16x10

202.84 223.69

190.70 2r0.02

790.72 270.32

-q

-4

+

223.45

299.73

2r0.03

0.24 0.107

0.29 0. 138

0.29 0.158

^f 0.5 1. 04x10-t 2L0.28 23r.94 237.67 0.27 0. 116

T)r\1

D
L

T]

Resistance

Resistance

Resistance

before defonnation.

after deformation.

after annealed at L70oC lor 4 hours.
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Table 3-3: Isochronal Annealing

Specirnen No. 42

Ternp. of Deformation = 78oK

e=5%
-A -1

= 1x10 - sec -

minutes 10oC step

Annealing
Temperature

roaì
L v-l

Resistance
(ur¿)

Recoverable
Resistance

(usz)

Percentage
Recovery
(^R/R_les) %

-195

-60

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

+10

20

30

40

50

225.5s

22s.37

225.34

225.32

225.29

225.23

225.20

225.2r

225.r9

225.27

225.L8

225.L4

225.L3

0.42

0.24

0.2r
0. 19

0. 1ó

0.10

0.07

0. 08

0. 06

0. 08

0. 05

0. 01

0.00

0.18ó

0. 106

0. 093

0. 084

0. 071

0.044

0. 031

0. 035

0.027

0. 035

0.022

0. 004

0. 000
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Table 3-4: fsochronal Annealing

Specimen No. 49

Temp. of Deformation = 78oK

e=5%
-A -1= 4.16x10 - (sec ')

^minute -lO"step

Annealing
Tenperature

(oc)

Resistance
(uo)

Recoverable
Resistance

^R 
(uo)

Percentage
Recovery
(^R/R_1es) %

-19s

-70

-60

-50

-40

-<n

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

235.59

235.59

235. 59

25s. 55

235.4I

235.45

23s.42

235.42

235.34

23s.s9

235.47

235.39

235.4I

2s5.38

235.30

235.24

235.37

235.2L

0. 38

0. 58

0. 38

0.34

0.20

0.24

0.2L

0.27

0. 13

0.18

0.20

0. 18

0.20

0.r7
0. 09

0.03

0. 10

0. 00

0. 161

0. 161

0. 161

0.r44
0.085

0. 102

0. 089

0. 089

0. 055

0.076

0. 08s

0. 076

0. 085

0.072

0. 038

0. 013

0.042

0. 000
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merge together after large deformation. Although the detailed

defects reactions in stage IfI are not known, the majority of the

erperìmental data (section I.2.) support the annealing of inter-

stitials. Rarnsteirr"rT9 et a1 have found that stage III obeys

the second order reaction kinetics. They attribute the stage III

annealing to the recombination of rnoving interstitials with

vacancies. If this interpretation of the stage III annealìng is

accepted, the extra vacancies produced by the therrnally activated

climb of jogs will reduce the mean nurber of jurps of an inter-

stitial to meet a vacarrcy. In other words, the average life tirne

of an interstitial will be shortened by the increased vacancy

population. The stage III will be shifted to the lower temper-

ature region. The specinen deformed at lower strain rate has higher

vacanq concentration. The entire stage III is shifted to the low

tenperature side with decreasing strain rate (Fig. 3-72).

3.2.3. The Effect of Inpurity

Fig. (3-13) shows the total resistivity increase versus

strain for Johnson-Matthey arÃ commercial grade (99.96%) copper.

The increase in resistivity during defonnation is larger for the

specimen of lower purity. B.rck75 and Basinski and Saimoto65 have

also found the same effect in single crystal copper. They attribute

the larger resistivity increase in 1ow pr-rrity copper to the re-

distribution of impurity atoms. Since it is difficult to differentiate

the resistivity changes due to the point defects produced during
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deformation and the redistribution of i:rpurity atoms, it is not

lcrown whether the impure copper produces more point defects during

cold.-work. However, it is well-icrown that rmpurity atoms can

trap point defects to form impurity-point defect coÍplexes if the

binding energies are positive. The sr-rpersatr.lration of vacancies

produced by cold-work can also enhance the diffusion of impurity

atons. Cu-S wt% Sn al1oy l\Ias chosen for the investigation of

solute-point defect interaction. This alloy is larown to e>dribit

the Portevin - Le dratelier effect73. This effect is due to the

repeated solute locking of dislocations and subsequent generation

of new nobile dislocations. It is a diffr.rsion controlled process,

and thus depends on the vacancy concentration in the netal. The

a11oy was deformed to 5% strain and isochronally a¡nealed' The

results are shovrn in Fig. (3-14). The structure of stage III is

i.rrchanged by the solute addition. However, there is a large

resistivity decrease j-n tJre stage IV region. These further con-

form that the point defects active in stage IfI are interstitials,

and stage IV defects are vacancies. The large resistivity decrease

observed in stage IV is apparently due to the redistribution of

solute atoms. only the vacancies can affect the solute diffusion.

The extensive solute activity starts at 110oC. One can also pre-

dict that the lowest temperature for the occurÏence of the serrated

yielding is about 110oC.
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3.3. SI]MMARY

1. Saada's model has been re-exanrined. The length of the point

defect string x produced by the athermal cutting of an attractive

tree is snall conpared with the length of the mobile dislocation

loop.[. x is thus insensitive to the size of the moving loop.

Howeveï, x increases with increasing dislocation velocity. At a

given strain rate, the concentration of point defects produced by

the athennal cutting of attractive trees is given by:

F - constant ,€ ^2s-uA----z;-ó u uc
uD

2. The production of point defects by plastic defornetion depends

on strain rate as well as tenperature of deformation. This suggests

that thermally assisted point defect production is not negligible.

Seeger's jog rnechanism is responsible for the thermally activated

production.

3. For copper defonned to a few percent strain, stage III consists

of two substages. That is, it involves, at least, two point defects

reactions.

4. The structrre of stage III is unchanged by the solute addition'

There is an extensive solute activity in stage fV. These suggest

that the point defects migrating in stage III are interstitials,

and stage IV defects are vacancies.
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